
MinSocWA Mission

To encourage mineralogical 
study by amateur and 
professional alike and,

in so doing, discover, document 
and preserve the Earth’s and in 
particular Western Australia's 

natural history



Background to the project

• Simpson was mineralogist of the Geological Survey of 
Western Australia until his retirement in 1937

•During this time he kept copious notes on mineral 
occurrences which were subsequently used to 
compile “Minerals of Western Australia”

• The 3 volumes of his works, completed after his death 
between 1948 and 1952, contain information on all 
the  WA minerals known at the time
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Background to the project

• Simpson’s volumes  cover descriptions of ~449 
minerals and materials

• In the 8 decades since Simpson’s notes were left there 
have been considerable changes in mineralogical 
classification



The proposal
Simpson WA - update

Volume 4

A MinSocWA project

2020 - ?2025



Background to the project

• > 250 minerals new to WA described since 
Simpson’s volumes

• Minerals covered in vol. 1–3 are not to be 
described or updated

• Proposal for Simpson WA update collaborative
project submitted to MinSocWA committee –
and approved in May 2020



Proposed final product

• Similar format to Simpson’s volumes 1–3

BUT including photographs and maps

• Modular sections
i.e. each additional mineral described in the same 
‘structured’ way

• Released as PDF or – if sufficient funding can be 
secured – as a hardcopy product



We need you!

The book will be authored by MinSocWA and Volunteers 
needed to:

• Contribute information on occurrences and localities

• Supply or provide access to suitable photographs

• Access required to restricted references

• Take on the write-up of one or more mineral species

• Contributions will be acknowledged



Materials provided

• List of minerals to be covered in Simpson’s WA update

• + current IMA Master list

• Mineral description template 

• Two examples – acanthite and euclase

• List of useful publications



Minerals for write-up

List no doubt destined to 
grow…

And has already added at 
least 20 minerals



Template for write-up of each mineral
– two sections:

• General description of the mineral

• Description of localities
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Example - euclase



Progress to date

• Since introducing the project in July to MinSocWA 
members we have had moderate interest in 
contributing

• Some 25 members have expressed interest in 
contributing

• So far 40 minerals have been “sponsored” of which 8 
are ready for the first draft to be edited. 



Life of the project?

…not a quick project!

Two possibilities to aim for:

2025 25th MinSocWA seminar

2027 49th Joint Seminar, WA-hosted



What now?

Tell us if:

• You want to receive the documents

• You have relevant information on some minerals - including photographs!

• You want to write up specific minerals

• You want to try your hand at writing some ‘random’ species

-we can provide assistance with some references

• You can contribute in any other way or have constructive comments on any 
aspects of the project



Contact
Mineralogical Society WA 

Email - simpsonwa@minsocwa.org.au

Without YOUR help this project will not go ahead


